● 6:00 am Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum: I Am Catherine The Great/I Am Tomioka Tessai
  ○ Tomioka Tessai | Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum Booklet
  ○ Tomioka Tessai | Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum Activities
● 6:30 am Peg + Cat: The Compost Problem/Raiders of the Lost Arch
  ○ Peg + Cat Collection
● 7:00 am Cyberchase: True Colors
  ○ True Colors | Cyberchase - Video
  ○ Cyberchase Collection
● 7:30 am SciGirls: High-Tech Fashion
  ○ SciGirls | High-Tech Fashion - Video, Teaching Tips
● 8:00 am Ready Jet Go! Tour of the Solar System/Jet Cooks Dinner
  ○ Ready Jet Go! Collection
● 8:30 am Peg + Cat: The Roxanne Problem/The Girl Group Problem
  ○ Peg + Cat Collection
● 9:00 am Clifford the Big Red Dog: Birdy Makes Three/Home Is Where The Fun Is
  ○ Your Own Backyard - Lesson Plan
  ○ Backyard Animals | Everyday Learning – Interactive
● 9:30 am Pinkalicious & Peterriiffic: Pink Love/Duocorn
  ○ Great Unicorn Challenge | PINKALICIOUS & PETERRIFIC - Video, Activity
● 10:00 am NOVA Rise of the Superstorms
  ○ NOVA Ride of the Superstorms - Full Program
  ○ Hurricanes and Climate Change | NOVA NEXT - Article
● 11:00 am Wild Weather
  ○ Into the Heart of a Tornado | Wild Weather - Video Clip
  ○ Chasing Tornados - Video, Background Reading, Discussion Questions
● 12:00 pm Great Yellowstone Thaw
  ○ Great Yellowstone Thaw - Episode 2 Video Clips
  ○ Benefits of Beaver Ponds and Lodges | Nature – Video, Student Organizer, Discussion Questions
● 1:00 pm Peep and the Big Wide World: Trading Places/House of Sand and Frog
  ○ House for Teddy Bear | Peep and the Big Wide World - Video, Activity
1:30 pm Martha Speaks: The Long Rotten Summer/The Case of the Shattered Vase
   - See What it is, You Might Feel Better Strategy Song | Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood - Video, Activity
2:00 pm Sesame Street: Elmo's Factory
   - How People Make Crayons | Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood - Video, Activity
2:30 pm Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood: Daniel and Margaret Play School/Treasure Hunt at the Castle
   - Find a Way to Play Together (Castle): Strategy Song and Activity | Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood
3:00 pm Little Women on Masterpiece: Part Three
   - MASTERPIECE | Little Women - Collection
4:00 pm Latino Americans: Pride and Prejudice
   - Latino Americans - Collection
5:00 pm Latino Americans: Peril and Promise
   - Latino Americans - Collection